Educate. Entertain. Engage.

The world is my waiting room

Engage is
A solution to the problem: In an era where everything seems to be on-demand, does your healthcare
organization have an on-demand mobile solution? Healthcare providers are searching for a way to stand
out in the crowded space and Engage gives your organization a distinct advantage.
Engage is a mobile application and a Point of Service interactive experience for patients, members and
designated caregivers. This revolutionary app serves as the delivery mechanism for an e ective engage ment strategy, leading to improved health education, consistent communications among provider and
patient populations, and increased brand loyalty, brought to you by Anthelio.

Educate. Entertain. Engage.

Why do I need it?
E

nable positive brand association and enhance patient engagement
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otify patients in advance of important updates, announcements and events

G
A
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ive patients opportunity to securely message care providers and
physicians anytime from anywhere

llow patients to log in to secure portals, interact and update personal
information and r

uide your patients to your facilities and providers, and allow for
real time interaction

ducate patients via reputable established health education resources
and create clarity of messages developed for educational campaigns

Connecting with...
Patients, members and designated caregivers on-demand has never been so easy for healthcare
providers. Engage delivers a way to connect with this valued population and allows you to promote
your organization’s brand at the most personal touch point – directly to their mobile device!
Empower your patient population to:

 Interact and engage in healthy program promotions and campaigns
 Access on demand health information
 Communicate directly with their designated care team member or care coordinator
 Request appointments
 Access and update forms prior to arrival
All of which lead to saving time, improving the quality of care and increasing the healthcare consumer’s
experience!
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